
Dataset name:

Name:

Institution:

Email:

Phone:

Satellite:

Sensor:

Spatial Resolution: % cloud coverage:

Collection date: Collection time:

Data prepared by:

List those who worked on the data

Data source

Give the name(s) and storage location(s)/directory of the associated file(s) from which THIS file is created; If this

is the original (most upstream) dataset, put "original data" here and indicate it is from a data purchase (name of

organization or website) or download (website)

A short name for the dataset

Sensor information (for RS data only):

Data storage:

The location / directory and name of the file that is saved. Include 1) extension such as .txt and .xlsx; and 2) file

format such as Excel, CSV, Access database, geodatabase.

Data collected by:

List those who actually carried out the data collection, and the names of any collaborating institutions that might

have assisted.

Primary contact person for questions regarding the data:

Dataset description:

Mailing Address:

CHES GIS/Imagery Data Metadata Sheet

Give a brief description of the purpose of the dataset, and its intended use.



Processing applied to imagery

 

Recent updates

Give any information about who has performed what update(s) and when.

Note:

Other things that are considered important

Time period in which data was collected:

When was the data collected (e.g., the dataset was offered, purchased or downloaded)?

Describe the path/row information and geographic area in words ("142/41, Chitwan Valley, southern Nepal"), and

give the approximate geographic coordinates in WGS84 or lattitude and longitude.

Are there any restrictions on public dissemination of the data (such as privacy concerns, IRB restrictions, or data

provider licensing restrictions)?

Geographic area covered:

Describe any processing applied to the imagery (orthorectification, normalization, atmospheric correction,

calculation of vegetation indices, etc.). If raw imagery, indicate radinace, top of atmosphere reflectance, or

surface reflectance, and the source of the imagery (where to download, like "USGS Earth Explorer" etc.). Note

the software and version that was used to do the processing. If possible, provide copies of both the original

imagery (as received from the data provider) and the final processed product. Describe here where each is located

(for example: "Originals are located in the folder ORIGINALS, and final product is Chitwan_NDVI.img").

Public use or restricted use:


